The Activlock Range

Convenient, Secure & Reliable Electronic Slamlocks
For all the advances in commercial vehicle security, one of the biggest
problems faced by vehicle operators is that of drivers’ not locking load
areas doors – The Maple Activlock range provides a convenient, secure
and reliable solution.
The Activlock range converts a vehicle’s standard central locking system to a slamlock operation. A relevant solution for modern vehicles,
it removes the need for additional mechanical cylinders and keys, utilising either an existing remote control or independent transponder.
With 3 standard options to choose from, Activlock can be tailored to meet your own security requirements and budget.
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Activlock OE:
Activlock OE is a slamlock control module that converts a vehicle’s load area doors into a slamlock
operation. Interfacing with a vehicle’s existing central locking system and utilising the OE remote, the
system ensures that each and every time a vehicle’s load doors are closed they automatically lock.
A universal application, Activlock OE is designed to aid driver convenience whilst increasing the security of your vehicle. With no key
barrels to maintain or batteries to replace, Activlock OE is a maintenance free, user friendly solution.
• Interfaces into existing OE central locking system
• Converts load area doors to a slamlock action utilising OE motors
• Controlled via the OE remote
• Side and rear load doors lock automatically five seconds after closure
• Passive re-lock after five seconds if door not opened

Activlock Plus:
In an effort to combat the rising trend of ‘key cloning’ and the use of bypass/decoding equipment,
Activlock Plus offers enhanced protection to your vehicle with independent control of your load area
door locks.
Each unit is supplied with 2 high security RFID transponders, which only unlocks the side & rear doors once an authorised
transponder is offered up to the antenna, thus protecting the load area even in the event access is gained to the cab. For operators
carrying high value loads, the premium level Activlock Secure includes provision for an extra motorised shootbolt locking
mechanism.
• Independent of the OE central locking system
• RFID transponder operation
• Choice of standard external or covert antenna
• Protects vehicle in the event of copy or cloned keys
• Lost / stolen transponders can be deleted and replaced in seconds
• Activlock Secure upgrade features additional heavy-duty shootbolt locking mechanism
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